Geography
Reception

Year 1 & 2 Year A

Autumn

Spring

Tydd- Where do I live?
This Is Our House- Michael Rosen
 Tydd St Mary, Lincolnshire, England,
 Finding locations on maps,
 planning a route around the village

Angry Planet- How can we help
animals in need?
Oi! Get Off Our Train- John
Burnigham
 Endangered animals and the
impact people are having on
the places where they live

Where’s Wally?- Is everywhere like
Tydd?
The Ghanian Goldilocks- Dr. Tamara
Pizzoli
 A contrasting locality- Accra, Ghana,
West Africa,
 Use of maps & globes to locate place,
 comparing to TSM- earthquakes, city
vs village, food culture,
Discovery
Locational knowledge- 7 continents, 5 oceans
 Know the names of and locate the
seven continents of the world.
 Know the names of and locate the
five oceans of the world
Geographical skills- world maps, atlases and
globe
Where’s Wally?
Locational knowledge- Countries/ capitals UK
 Know the names of the four countries
that make up the UK and name the
three main seas that surround the UK
 Know the name of and locate the four
capital cities of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland
 Know which is the hottest and coldest
season in the UK.

Rainforests- Where do Toucans
live?
Rainforest Romp- Tony Mitton
 A contrasting localityrainforest, Brazil, South
America,
 Locate on map/globe,
 compare habitats,
Rainforests
Place Knowledge- Non-European
country
Human and Physical Geography- Hot
& Cold/ Equator, Vegetation
 Know features of hot and
cold places in the world.
 Know where the equator,
North Pole and South Pole
are on a globe

Summer
Changes- Why isn’t it always sunny?
Weather series- Sam Usher
 Different kinds of weather,
 how does the weather happen,
 weather around the world,
Holidays- What can you do at the seaside?
The Snail and the Whale- Julia Donaldson
 Locating seaside places on a map,
 differing coasts- the marsh & the beach

Treasure
Human and Physical Geography- physical
features- coast, sea, marsh
Geographical skills and fieldwork- devise simple
maps. Observational skills local study, Compass
directions, locational and directional language
 Identify the following physical features:
mountain, lake, island, valley, river, cliff,
forest and beach
 Know which is N, E, S and W on a
compass
 Know and use the terminologies: left and
right; below, next to

Year B

Year 3 & 4 Year A

Geographical skills- world map, atlases and
globe, aerial photographs
Tydd
Locational knowledge- 7 continents, 5 oceans.
Countries/capitals UK
 Know the names of the four countries
that make up the UK and name the
three main seas that surround the UK
 Know the name of and locate the four
capital cities of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland
 Know their address, including
postcode
 Explain some of the advantages and
disadvantages of living in a city or
village.
Place Knowledge- UK
 Know the main differences between
city, town and village
Human and Physical Geography- human
features
Geographical skills and fieldwork- aerial
photographs. Observational skills local study.
Compass directions, locational and directional
language
 Know which is N, E, S and W on a
compass
 Know and use the terminologies: left
and right; below, next to
Discovery
Human and Physical Geography- Settlements
(to include locational knowledge)
 Know why most cities are located by a
river
Where’s Wally?
Locational knowledge- Europe

Angry planet
Locational knowledge- 7 continents,
5 oceans
 Know the names of and
locate the seven continents
of the world.
 Know the names of and
locate the five oceans of the
world
 Know where the equator,
North Pole and South Pole
are on a globe
 Know what causes an
earthquake
 Label the different parts of a
volcano
Human and Physical GeographyWeather, physical features
 Know and recognise main
weather symbols
Geographical skills- world map,
atlases and globe

Changes
Human and Physical Geography- Seasonal and
daily weather
 Know which is the hottest and coldest
season in the UK.
 Know and recognise main weather
symbols

Rainforests
Human and Physical GeographyBiomes and vegetation belts
 Know where the equator,
Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of
Capricorn and the Greenwich
Meridian are on a world map
 Know what is meant by the
term ‘tropics’

Olympics
Locational knowledge World’s Countries
Place Knowledge - Greece
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight European countries
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight major capital cities across the world

Holidays
Place Knowledge- Compare UK to Non- European
Geographical skills- world map, atlases and globe
 Know the main differences between a
place in England and that of a small place
in a non-European country

Year B

Year 5 & 6 Year A

Geographical skills world map, atlases, globe
and computer mapping
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight European countries
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight counties and at least six cities in
England
 Know the names of four countries
from the southern and four from the
northern hemisphere
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight major capital cities across the
world
 Use maps to locate European
countries and capitals
Tydd
Locational knowledge- National Trustcounties and cities of UK
Geographical skills and fieldwork Compass (4),
four figure grid reference
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight counties and at least six cities in
England
 Know and name the eight points of a
compass
Farming
Human and Physical Geography- Land use,
economic activity/trade and food
 Know how to plan a journey within
the UK, using a road map
 Know why industrial areas and ports
are important
Where’s Wally?
Locational knowledge- North and South
America. Equator, latitude,.longitude,
hemispheres, tropics
Place Knowledge Everest

Angry planet
Human and Physical GeographyVolcanoes and earthquakes. Equator,
latitude,.longitude, hemispheres,
tropics
 Know where the main
mountain regions are in the
UK
 Know where the equator,
Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of
Capricorn and the Greenwich
Meridian are on a world map

Changes
Human and Physical Geography- Water Cycle
 Explain the features of a water cycle

Planes, trains and Automobiles
Locational knowledge- Land use,
distribution of RAF bases
 Know about distributions of
RAF bases within the locality

Treasure
Human and Physical Geography- River Nile
 Know why most cities are located by a
river

Holidays
Locational knowledge/ Place Knowledge Coastal
regions of UK and a European Country
 Know at least five differences between
living in the UK and a Mediterranean
country
 Know how to plan a journey within the
UK, using a road map
Geographical skills Ordinance Survey maps,
atlases, digital maps

Human and Physical Geography- Mountains
Geographical skills world map, atlases, globe
and computer mapping
 Know the names of a number of the
world’s highest mountains
 Know what is meant by the term
‘tropics’
 Use maps and globes to locate the
equator, the Tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn and the Greenwich
Meridian

Year B

Tydd
Locational knowledge Counties and cities of
UK, geographical regions and land use
Geographical skills and fieldwork world map,
atlases, globe, digital mapping and ordinance
survey maps. Compass (8), six figure grid
reference. Fieldwork to observe, measure,
record and present human and physical
features in local area
 Know what most of the ordnance
survey symbols stand for
 Know how to use six-figure grid
references


Rainforests
Locational knowledge- Equator,
latitude,.longitude, hemispheres,
tropics
Human and Physical GeographyClimatic regions.
 Know about time zones and
work out differences
 Know what is meant by
biomes and what are the
features of a specific biome
 Label layers of a rainforest
and know what
deforestation is

Angry planet
Locational knowledge
Deforestation and coastal erosion
 Know what deforestation is
 Know how to use graphs to
record features such as
temperature or rainfall
across the world
Place knowledge Brazil





Know and label the main features of a
river
Know the name of and locate a number
of the world’s longest rivers
Know the names of and locate some of
the world’s deserts
Use Google Earth to locate a country or
place of interest and to follow the
journey of rivers, etc

Olympics
Locational knowledge- World Countries/ major
cities
Place Knowledge Host nation place study
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight South American/ North American/
African countries
 Know the names of and locate at least
eight major capital cities across the world
Holidays
Locational knowledge 7 wonders of the worldnatural and manmade
 Know the names of a number of
European capitals
 Know the names of, and locate, a number
of South or North American countries
Place Knowledge place study
 Know key differences between living in
the UK and in a country in either North or
South America
Geographical skills maps, atlases, globes to
describe features studied in location

